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Introduction

Limecraft’s second release in 2024 (2024.2) is scheduled for delivery to Limecraft’s online

platform on 26thMarch, and introduces the following set of new and extended functions,

improvements and specific corrections.



New and Extended Features

Improved archiving support for spanned clips (such as RED)

Limecraft's archiving capabilities have been improved to include broad support for spanned clips.

This update enables users to archive REDmaterial in particular, typically comprisingmultiple files

per clip, as well as other file formats that are representedwith a similar file naming pattern. This

enhancement applies to both clip and card archiving functionalities. Currently, the span size is

restricted to 20 files per clip.

With this enhancement, Limecraft improves the ability of users to archive their data locally (using

tape drives), externally (via cloud storage solutions), or through a combination of both options.

New archiving setups can take advantage of this improved functionality straight away, while

existing setups can be upgraded upon request by the Limecraft team.



Enhanced Functionality

Sharing redesigned

Limecraft’s sharing functionality helps you share individual clips or collections of material with

third parties easily and securely, without granting them full access to yourWorkspaces. This

sharing functionality, commonly referred to as ‘shared links’, is an important and popular part of

the Limecraft platform because it enables valuable real-time collaboration across remote teams.

With its 24.2 version, Limecraft is significantly improving the design of this key element of the

platform.

When configuring shared links, instead of having to go through the setup screens in a step-by-step

manner, the new setup screen organises all configuration options across tabs.



Aswell as applying a darker theme, this update introduces a leaner andmore concise look and feel

to all sharing screens.

To help ease the cumbersome process of adding lists of collaborators to each of the shared links, it

is now possible to apply auto-complete suggestions when entering recipients for the shared link.



Reviewing revisited

Consistent with the update applied for shares, the ReviewApplication has received an overall

design update:

In particular, the display of (review) comments has been optimised for clarity and concision, both

for the comment overlay on the video and for the comment sidebar.

Additional enhancements

● (NL-6442) The license verificationmechanism has beenmademore robust, so ongoing user

activities will not be blockedwhen the license service is temporarily unavailable.

● (NL-5803) Thesauri are now supported at the account level.

● More robust workflow handling



Specific Fixes and Corrections

● (NL-6498) The (indexing) issue that occasionally caused missing or inconsistent

results in the Library page, has now been solved.

● (NL-6467) Failed fingerprint workflow


